WEDDINGS AT
PARK MGM & NOMAD LAS VEGAS

The Park MGM Difference
Uncommon. Unscripted. Unheard of.
We’ve put a new spin on The Strip, and we’ve
won hearts, minds and appetites with our
eclectic bars and restaurants.
Celebrating is in our DNA, which is why no
big day — or night — at Park MGM and
NoMad are one and the same.
Ceremonies and receptions of all stripes and
sizes. Spa and salon prep that’s as fun as the
main event. Rehearsal dinners and next-day
brunches that go down in history — and
peaceful rooms to retreat to in between it all.
It’s hard to describe what makes a
Park MGM wedding so special. But let’s
take a tour and give it a try ...

You've said yes, and now its
time to plan for "I do".
Make planning easier with a destinatin that
encompass every aspect of your big day,
from ceremony venues, spa services to
reception and dining options.
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Park MGM Exclusive Venues
Banish boring ballrooms. We’ve got
customizable space, both intimate and grand,
indoors and out. Take over the tailor-made
Griffith or Central Park Terrace event spaces
and make them your own. Get hitched by the
pool, party on a patio or do it all on a stage
inside Park Theater. It’s all up to you.
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Griffith
Natural lighting and windows overlooking
the Park MGM pool and gardens make
for gorgeous photos in Griffith. It’s our
most flexible venue, tailor-made for whatever
you’ve imagined.
There’s 7,498 square feet of space to play
with — with a capacity for up to 500 of your
nearest and dearest — but it can also be broken
up into six sections for more intimate
ceremonies or receptions.

Central Park Terrace
Take it outside — and up a notch. Our Central
Park Terrace overlooks the foliage of the
Primrose Garden, the Park MGM pool deck
and ARIA. It’s the best of both worlds, with
4,345 square feet of private outdoor space
for up to 250
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Park MGM Poolside
Take your vows beneath a canopy of palms in
one of the happiest locations at Park MGM —
our spacious pool deck. Al fresco, open-air
ceremonies for up to 100 guests can be
customized poolside after 8:00 p.m.

Park Theater
As a concert hall, there’s no bad seat in the
house. As your wedding or reception space, it’s
good vibes all the way. Let the 5,200-seat Park
Theater unleash your creative vision and inspire
your wildest dreams. Then enjoy being the stars
of the show.
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NoMad Exclusive Venues
Go glam at NoMad. Choose from the drama of
the NoMad Library, the intimacy of the NoMad
Parlor and the private ambiance of the NoMad
Garden. No matter which way you NoMad,
you can count on elegant exclusivity and the
romance being sky high. All right here on site
at Park MGM.
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NoMad Library & Parlor
Infuse your wedding or reception with a
personalized vision of NoMad’s signature take
on luxury. Kick off your next chapter beneath
the dramatic heights of NoMad Library,
surrounded by soaring shelves filled with
books from David Rockefeller’s collection.
Or, invite your guests to join you in the
NoMad Parlor, a charming venue for a stylish,
intimate experience.

NoMad Garden
Frame your perfect moment in the graceful
privacy of the NoMad Garden. This enclosed
event space seats 20, with additional standing
room and easy access to the NoMad Bar for
spillover guests, wedding toasts and a
continuation of your al fresco celebration.
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More Than Just a Moment
We’ve been talking a lot about wedding
venues — but there’s so much more we can
offer, too. From soup to nuts and top to
toe, Park MGM is the whole-enchilada
destination wedding venue. From poolside
bachelor’s parties and bachelorette days in
the spa to rehearsal dinners in private dining
rooms and farewell brunches in our awardwinning restaurants and lounges, we are
here to make sure your guests enjoy it all.

South of France-inspired restaurant — a
vegetable-forward menu with an emphasis
on open-fire cooking.

Serving dinner nightly, NoMad Library is our most
formal offering, featuring many of NoMad’s signature
restaurant dishes.

Bavette’s Steakhouse & Bar delivers decadently
reimagined steakhouse fare with a dash of
French flair.

Eataly’s vibrant Italian marketplace with cafés,
to-go counters and full-service restaurants.

A taste of L.A. culture at Roy Choi’s newest
culinary outpost.

Savor a selection of noodles, seafood, meat,
vegetables and rice dished in a lively atmosphere.
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More Than Just a Moment
Bar & Lounges

Juniper Cocktail Lounge invites you to enjoy
handcrafted cocktails in a space that’s as serious
about kicking back as it is about cocktails. Home
to the largest collection of gin in Las Vegas.

Curated by mezcalera Bricia Lopez, Mama Rabbit
is an ode to mezcals and tequilas from across
Mexico. Mama Rabbit takes its name from
Mayahuel, the goddess of agave and fertility.

Unexpected discoveries and songs that stop you in
your tracks. The joy of hanging out in a record store is
the inspiration for Park MGM’s new speakeasy and
club experience created by iconic nightlife duo, the
Houston Brothers.

The NoMad Bar serves light bites, perfect for a cocktail
and a snack. The beverage program is created and
managed by award-winning Bar Director Leo Robitschek

BetMGM Sportsbook & Bar: here’s always
a game to catch at Moneyline. Featuring a
full-service sports book and a robust beer
selection, BetMGM is a fun, casual atmosphere
for sports lovers.
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Contact us
Contact one of our Catering Professionals
at 702-730-7400 and / or
weddings@parkmgm.com
3770 S Las Vegas Boulevard
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
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